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CLASS OF 2020

Haas outlines
annual goals
for faculty
and staff

Convocation
ceremony
kicks off

Strategic plan,
diversity top GV
president’s priorities

school year

2016-17
BY KYLE BINDAS

KBINDAS@LANTHORN.COM

MOVE-IN READY: Community members, GVSU administration members and student leaders cut the ribbon
at the Holton-Hooker Learning and Living Center dedication ceremony Friday, Aug. 26. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

New living center
ready for students
Holton-Hooker Learning and Living Center open for fall semester
PLANS: President Thomas Haas talks to

faculty and staff,

gvl

I

audra gamble

BY AUDRA GAMBLE
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As the first day of class arrives, Grand
Valley State University President
Thomas Haas is looking forward to
2016-17 and beyond. Sharing his
goals with faculty and staff in an ad
dress Friday, Aug. 26, he emphasized
the important role educators have
in bringing students along with his
hopes for the university.
Haas addressed the faculty and
staff in the Cook-DeWitt Center just
before formally welcoming the class
of 2020 to campus, which is expect
ed to be a record-breaking freshman
class. While the final tally of students
in the class of 2020 will not be taken
until after the first week of class, this
years group of freshmen is expected
to surpass the class of 2018s record
of 4,226 students.
“Our enrollment will be stable,
but I think our freshman class will
be strong,” Haas said. “We attract
and retain good students. Were es
tablishing relationships with our stu
dents and making a home for them.”
As that home grows larger and
larger, Haas is focused on executing
the 2016-21 university strategic plan,
to ensure the future success of GVSU.
The strategic plan focuses on
seven core values, including excel
lence, integrity, inquiry, inclusive
ness, community, sustainability
and innovation. It also includes
many institutional outcomes and
objectives for administrators to ac
complish in the next six years.
“Our strategic plan has important
stretch goals,” Haas said. “In 2018, we
have our accreditation process and
we’re ramping up for that already. We
will quietly, but with crescendo, start
our comprehensive campaign.
“This will all happen by 2020. This
campaign these next years is going to
be my priority, but its all of our jobs.
It’s helping fulfill your promises in the
classroom to our mission of educating
students for their lives, professions and
society. We touch the future.”
Acknowledging the work faculty
and staff did throughout 2015-16,
Haas pointed out the success of the
Campus Climate Survey adminis
tered by the Division of Inclusion
and Equity. The survey’s response
rate far surpassed previous rates,
including the national average.
Moving forward, Haas said in
creasing diversity and closing the
SEE FACULTY | A2

a multipurpose room and a
kitchen on every floor.
Four classrooms, a computer
s the new school year lab and a media lab are also in
approaches, students, cluded in the living-learning
faculty, staff and lead center so students can have the
ers from around the chance to conduct an interdisci
plinary
West Michigan community
cel learning experience.
The center marks the new
ebrated the new Holton-Hooker
Learning and Living Center ded est addition to student housing
ication ceremony Friday, Aug. 26. on Grand Valley State Univer
Accommodating
more sity’s Allendale Campus. The
dedication event recognized the
than 498 students in clusterstyle housing, which empha leadership of Earl and Donnalee
Holton and Bob and Judy Hook
sizes rooms being situated
around bathrooms and lounge er for their philanthropic efforts
spaces, the living-learning throughout the region.
“You are enriching the lives
center is air-conditioned, has
now not with your leadership
a game room in the basement,
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY

MMCBRADY(a)LA N THORN. COM

A

only as in years past, but en
riching the lives of students for
generations to come with lend
ing your names right here,” said
GVSU President Thomas Haas
during the welcome address.
As active and engaged lead
ers throughout West Michi
gan, both couples served on
GVSU’s Board of Trustees, the
GVSU Foundation Board and
conducted multiple fundrais
ing campaigns throughout the
years, which helped to expand
GVSU’s downtown campus.
Past leadership accomplish
ments also have the Holtons
SEE LIVING | A2

MENTAL HEALTH

Counseling Center introduces
new triage screening system

Grand Valley State University has
kicked off the school year with its an
nual convocation ceremony, welcom
ing new students to the university.
Included in the ceremony was an
address from President Thomas Haas,
where he thanked the incoming class
for choosing GVSU as its university.
He talked about the values that make
GVSU what it is, including the impor
tance of liberal education and how that
takes form in the educational process.
“We are not here just to give you
a set of facts and you can then share
them again, just as you have memo
rized them,” Haas said. “But actu
ally take those facts and grapple with
them. Establish some new mindsets
in terms of your ideas. And with
that, this type of education experi
ence will unleash your potential.”
Haas also discussed the important
of civility and openness when dealing
with people different than themselves.
“One of our values is that we do
value civility and respect of each
other,” said Haas. “Those voices
are coming from people that might
be different than we are, and that’s
good, because we can learn from
people different than we are.”
Danielle Leek, associate professor
of communication, also spoke to the
class of 2020 about the importance
of being educated. She talked about
the attack on American University
in Kabul, Afghanistan, which took
the lives of more than 13 people, in
cluding students and faculty of the
university, and injured many more.
Leek said hateful and violent peo
ple are afraid of education, and the
power that it provides, which could be
a reason these crimes are committed.
“People who are educated, they can
challenge tyranny, they can challenge
dictators,” Leek said. “People who are
educated can resist inequality and re
sent oppression. People who are edu-

SEE WELCOME | A6

SERVICES: Mark Sampson from the GVSU Counseling Center talks to a student in a staged photo illustration. The
Counseling Center introduced a new triage screening system on Aug. 1 to improve their services. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF
BY JESS HODGE

NEWS@LAN THORN. COM

Editors note: The image above is a
staged photo illustration of a Grand
Valley State University student and is
not an actual Counseling Center cli
ent. The Counseling Center has strict
rules about maintaining client confi
dentiality and does not allow photo
graphs to be taken of actual clients.
In recent years, Grand Valley
State University has been pushing
for the destigmatization of men
tal health and illnesses, including
hosting a mental health awareness
week last year. GVSU’s Counsel
ing Center has been at the fore
front of that fight, working to help
educate students, faculty and staff
about mental health.

In its most recent undertaking
to better serve students, GVSU’s
Counseling Center introduced a
triage system for students begin
ning Aug. 1 on both the Allen
dale and Pew campuses.
Mark Sampson, associate direc
tor and director of clinical services,
described the triage system as an
initial screening for students.
“The main reason we’re do
ing this is hopefully it gets our
eyes on people sooner,” Sampson
said. “A secondary thing is hope
fully it makes our wait shorter,
but that is yet to be seen.”
The new screening system
will consist of students filling
out paperwork and then having
a 20-minute appointment with a
therapist to assess their needs.

On average, Sampson said it
currently takes about 10 days for
GVSU students to be seen at the
Counseling Center. He noted this is
sooner than other college counsel
ing centers, which could take up to a
month to initially see students.
Ten days is still a long time to
wait for high-risk clients, which can
mean a student who feels suicidal or
has something traumatic happen
ing in their life, Sampson said.
“With this triage system, when
they make their appointment, (it’s)
a quick 20-minute appointment to
assess services,” he said. “We also as
sess suicidality and substance abuse.
We’re able to see that right away so
if they need eyes on them, we can

SEE TRIAGE | A5

2020: President Thomas Haas speaks
at convocation, gvl I kevin sielaff
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chairing the first Children’s
Miracle Network telethon in
West Michigan, while Bob
Hooker was the co-chair of
campaigns for the DeVos
Place and Judy Hooker previ
ously served as the director of

LGBTLUNCH
The Milton E. Ford LGBT Resource Center will be holding
a welcome back event Monday, Aug. 29. Starting at noon,
all students are invited to the “Big Queer Welcome Back”
lunch in the resource center in the Kirkhof Center.
The event will include free food and will act as an oppor
tunity for students to socialize and make new friends.
This event will also occur Aug. 30-31. Contact Igbtcenter@gvsu.edu for more details.

the Dyer-Ives Foundation.
John C. Kennedy, chairman
on GVSUs Board of Trustees,
said he was honored to be at the
unveiling of the living-learning
that exceeds leadership in en
ergy and environmental design
(LEED) standards.
He also said he was hon
ored to be at a ceremony that
honored the couples who

POKE PARTY
Grand Valley State University students can spend some
free time catching Pokemon around the Cook Carillon Tower
from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m Tuesday, Aug. 30.
The event will include music, giveaways and Pokemon
lures. The event is open to all GVSU community members.
Contact nelomsry@gvsu.edu for more details.

INTERFAITH OPEN HOUSE
Campus Interfaith Resources will be holding an Interfaith
Open House Tuesday, Aug. 30 on the west lawn of the
Kirkhof Center.
From 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., students are invited to play games
and enjoy ice cream while interacting with various organiza
tions.
Students are encouraged to ask questions about reli
gious, spiritual and secular opportunities and engage with
others. For more information, contact gordonkl@gvsu.edu.

LEADERSHIP: President Thomas Haas and his wife Marcia Haas
pose with the Holton and Hooker families, gvl I Kevin sielaff
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achievement gap on cam
pus will be a main focus for
the university.
“We have seen improve
ments (in campus climate),
yes, but we have room to
grow,” he said. “I define diver
sity as an intellectual asset. It
will help all of us to succeed.”
Recognizing the often
hostile environment students
are surrounded by, particu
larly in light of recent terror
ist attacks worldwide and a
vitriolic presidential election
cycle, Haas reminded faculty
and staff of the importance of
the connections faculty can
create with their students.
“Its about caring: caring
for one another, caring for

ACES OPEN HOUSE
Alcohol Campus Education Services (ACES) will host an
event Wednesday, Aug. 31 from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. welcom
ing back Grand Valley State University students in recovery
as well as students interested in learning about recovery
resources and those hoping to learn more about making
safe choices.
The event will include information on 12-step meet
ings, narcotics anonymous meetings, Adult Children of
Alcoholics, Change Your Use groups and campus resources.
There will also be giveaways and food provided. The event
will be held in Kirkhof Center Room 0073.

YARD GAMES
The recreation center will host a night dedicated to
classic yard games Wednesday, Aug. 31 from 5 p.m. to 8
p.m. The event is open to all Grand Valley State University
students and will be held outside Kleiner Commons.
All students are encouraged to play games, enjoy the
outdoors and learn more about what Campus Recreation
has to offer. Visit www.gvsu.edu/rec for more information.

VOTER REGISTRATION DRIVE

GVSU community continues
to expand and invest on the
Allendale Campus.
The learning-living cen
ter, she said, will only help to
amplify the development of
its students and make them
engaged members of GVSUs
academic and social lives.
“Being
surrounded
by
people who are going through
the same changes and chal
lenges that you are, partaking
new experiences and develop
ing relationships with so many
different people creates that
unique freshman experience
that allows students at Grand
Valley to learn so much about
themselves,” Fritzemeier said.
“This space is so important
to achieving our mission and
our mission is clear in shaping
our students’ lives, their profes
sions and society,” Haas said.
“We are here to support an en
vironment for all to succeed.”

have been wonderful teach
ers and mentors in leadership
throughout GVSU and west
Michigan and uphold the ide
als of student success.
“Through watching you
work and how you serve our
community, you have been
a great example to us all,
he said. “At Grand Valley we
have enjoyed 55 years of his
tory and a history of leader
ship with 57 trustees, with
455 years of service, a lot of
those are the four of you.
“We are blessed as an
organization because of
the many years of service
you have provided and that
others have done.”
Ella Fritzemeier, GVSUs
student senate president and
a residential assistant in the
Holton-Hooker Learning and
Living Center, said helping the
freshman students move into
the new housing center was a
positive reminder on how the

our students and our dis
ciplines,” Haas said. “With
that caring, we’re serving
our community as well”
Despite the many and
daunting goals ahead for
this academic year, Haas
said he remains excited
and positive when thinking
about the success of past,
present and future Lakers.
“If you want to distinguish
a graduate, it’s their competen
cies they bring into graduate
school or the workforce,” he
said. “The sense of optimism
I have month after month is
a remarkable part of being an
educator,” Haas said. “It is no
ble work, and we’re doing it to
gether, shaping students’ lives.
You know what Grand Valley
is? The best place for student
success. That’s what it’s about.”

Free Condoms

Make sure you can vote for the upcoming presidential
election and register to vote.
Grand Valley State University’s Office of Student Life is
hosting a voter registration drive on Thursday, Sept. 1 from
11 a.m. until 1 p.m.
The registration will take place outside the Cook Carillon
tower. Be sure to bring a proper form of identification with
you, including but not limited to your student ID, your
license or a passport.

Find Pick-up Locations miOttawa org/sexualhealth

SETTING GOALS: President Thomas Haas discusses his vision for
the year during his faculty and staff address. GVL I AUDRA gamble

EXPRESS ADVISING
Grand Valley State University's College of Health
Profession is offering students express advising Monday,
Aug. 29.
It will take place in Kirkhof Center Room 2201, it will go
from 1 p.m. until 4:30 p.m.
The express advising will help students create a registra
tion plan for their classes.
If students feel they need to make an appointment, they
can follow the appointment-making process at www.gvsu.
edu/chpss.
Express advising for CHP students will also occur on
Wednesday, Aug. 31, Thursday, Sept. 1 and Friday, Sept. 2.
All of the express advising will take place in Kirkhof room
2201 from 1 p.m. until 4:30 p.m.
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At the Lanthom, we strive to bring you the most accurate news possible. If we make
a mistake, we want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in the Lanthom, let
us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editorlak'coianthom.com
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is published twice-weekly by Grand Valley State
University students 62 times a year One copy of this newspaper is available
free of charge to any member of the Grand Valley Community. For additional
copies, at $1 each, please contact our business offices.
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The Lanthom is published on recycled paper and is printed with soy bean ink.
This means that our newspaper is entirely compostable Help us do our part to
be kind to the environment by recycling or composting this newspaper after
you enjoy reading it.
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7. Where to get a pint
10. Broken down
12. Peruvian city
13. Expressed grief
14. Isaac's mother (Bib.)
15. Sizing up
16. Form of Hindustani
17.
-de-sac
18. Greek sophist
19. Greek portico
21. Christian Television Network
22. Attractiveness
27. The man
28. Home of the Cowboys.

32. Home to Hollywood
33. Be later in time
36. Woman
37. A type of protection
38. Conservative people
39. Bela__, Hungarian Leader
40. Rodent
41. Gloss or sheen
44 Looks good in clothes
45. Stephen Malkmus* band
48. Org. ofC. American States
49. Doorways are some
50. Cattle genus
51. Rock bands play them

CLUES DOWN
1. Indigenous people of Norway
2. Not odd
3. Ring
4. Adam is one
5. Champion Volunteer QB
6. The smartest Ed
7. Fast cats
8. Two-toed sloth
9.__humbug!
10. Investigator
11. Explosive warhead
12. Wrap
14. Hidden meaning
17. Reciprocal of a sine
18. Go with pains
20. Small constellation
23. Prohibited
24. Block*

25.
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Small viper
Toward
Promotional materials
Plundering and destroying
Provokes
One point north of due cast
Freshwater fishes
Male parents
Little (Spanish)
Sean __, actor
Bowfin fish
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Genus of grasses
Annual percentage rate
Mechanical belt
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Two reports of
sexual assault,
investigations
continue
GVPD, Ottawa County
Sheriff's Department
looking into two
alleged Welcome
Week assaults
BY HANNAH LENTZ
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HOME: International students chat in the lobby of the Murray International House. The university will be home to over 400 international students from 80 countries for
the 2016-17 school year. The international center hosts a week-long orientation program for international students to become acquainted with the U S. GVL I LUKE HOLMES

An international welcome
More than 400 international students welcomed to GV campus
BY SANDA VAZGEC

ASSISTANTNEWS aLANTHORN.COM

Incoming freshmen won’t
be the only new faces Grand
Valley State University wel
comes home this fall, Ihe
university will open its
doors to more than 400 in
ternational students from
80 countries this year.
While transitioning to
college can be difficult for
any student, it can be espe
cially difficult for those who
have traveled from abroad.
GVSUs Padnos Interna
tional Center (PIC') aims to
help make the leap into col
lege as smooth as possible
for international students.
The center holds a weeklong orientation program
for international students to
get acquainted with domes
tic stuftkuU, GJLSU,* -uuik
puses and American culture.

♦

“We really want to help
ease our international students
into this new college experi
ence they’re about to start,”
said Libby Jawish, internation
al student integration coordi
nator. “Connecting them with
our domestic students plays a
huge part in that.”
Ihe international students
are picked up from the airport
upon their arrival by GVSU
student mentors and taken
to Meijer to buy immediate
living needs such as bedding
and self-care products.
Once the students move
into their on-campus living
centers, they begin a week full
of events and programs de
signed to integrate them into
all aspects of the university,
community and culture.
International students be
gin their GVSU experience
.frUh a 4*eLx»uung ceremony
and introduction,’ then em
bark on a tour of campus, learn

about the resources available
to them and meet with return
ing international students.
“ Ihis year we significant
ly increased efforts to con
nect the new international
students to current GVSU
students and also with many
downtown Grand Rapids lo
cations,” said Kate Stoetzner,
director of international stu
dent and scholar services.
“Our main goal for orienta
tion is to help the interna
tional students feel connect
ed to the CiVSU community.”
Peers Engaging and Ex
ploring Programs and Sur
roundings (PEEPS) orga
nize and facilitate activities
and events for internation
al students to participate in
during orientation.
The students are taken
on a tour of Grand Rapids
and spend a day at Lake
Michigan. They also par
ticipate in scavenger hunts,

photo contests, sports so
cials and American food
tasting activities to build
community
and
learn
about their surroundings.
“Fit the Mitt” is another
program designed to con
nected international students
to the community. During
this event, students are able
to meet with professors and
community members to gain
tips and advice for succeeding
in the classroom and getting
involved in the community.
Course loads for inter
national students are the
same as those for domestic
students. I hey must take at
least 12 credit hours at the
university and are expected
make satisfactory progress.
In order for an interna
tional student to be admit
ted, they must pass an Eng
lish proficiency exam, show
proof of funding and submit
high school transcripts. In

ternational students can be
admitted to undergraduate
and graduate programs and
may choose to be exchange
students or enroll as degree
seeking students. Ihe type of
student they choose to be de
termines their length of stay.
Ihe students continue to
participate in events through
out the year after orientation
is over. The PIC partners with
various student organizations
and community groups to
bring many opportunities to
learn about different cultures
and give a chance for the inter
national students to share their
own cultures with others.
“Getting connected is
not only a great experi
ence for international stu
dents,” Jawish said. “The
American students can
also gain so much by get
ting to know our interna
tional students and learn
ing about their cultures”

At approximately 3:30 p.m.
Saturday, Aug. 27, the Grand
Valley State University Police
Department was contacted
regarding a report of a sexual
assault Friday, Aug. 26 at ap
proximately 11:50 p.m. I he vic
tim was walking near 48th Av
enue and Lake Michigan Drive
near Burger King. The victim
was approached by a man de
scribed as having tan skin, ap
proximately 6’2” with dark hair,
wearing basketball shorts and a
backward baseball cap. The re
ported assault t(x>k place on the
side of the roadway.
Ihe same weekend, a report
of sexual assault was made Sun
day, Aug. 28 at approximately
3 p.m. to the Ottawa County
Sheriff’s Department. The vic
tim reported the assault oc
curred off-campus, at approxi
mately 1:50 a.m. Saturday, Aug.
27. Ihe victim reported being
in the parking lot of Campus
View apartments on 42nd Av
enue. in Allendale, retrieving
items from the back seat of a
vehicle, when an unknown
man approached from behind.
Ihe victim reported the sub
ject committed a sexual assault
against the victim and left the
area. No description of the sus
pect is available. Ihe Ottawa
County Sheriff’s Department is
investigating the complaint.
Anyone with information
regarding these incidents
should call the Grand Valley
State University Police De
partment at (616) 331-3255
or Ottawa County Silent Ob
server at (877) 887-4536.

♦ ♦ •♦
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By Oliver Love

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON

Keeping
up with
campus
news
By now, nearly all Lakers are
back on campus at Grand
Valley State University. New
students are nervous about
their first set of classes, re
turning students are working
hard for the motivation to get
back in the swing of things
and those in the middle are
probably doing a mixture of
the both.
We at the Lanthom would
first of all, like to welcome stu
dents new and old to campus.
We are looking forward to a
year full of innovation, excite
ment and getting to know the
2016-17 Laker population.
Here’s to the upcoming foot
ball games, family weekends
and exam crams. Well be
with you the whole way, keep
ing you in the loop. So, before
we get this year started, here’s
a little bit about us:
To start things off, our
motto at the Lanthom is “give
light and the people will find
their own way’’ This is a para
phrase from Dante’s “Purga
tory,” and represents the bea
con of knowledge and news
the Lanthom strives to be for
the G VSU community.
We look to take the news
happening around us and dis
tribute it to students, faculty
and staff. Whether it comes in
the form of sports coverage,
breaking news or student club
profiles, the most important
part of our newspaper is the
people who make it up-the
Laker community.
The Lanthom staff also
strives to be as transparent in
our work as possible. As part
of this effort, we hold weekly
office hours where anyone
can come in, chat with our
editors and grab a cup of

coffee. This is a great time to
pitch story ideas, learn more
about what we do and give us
feedback on the paper. This
year, our office hours will be
every Wednesday from 10
a.m. to noon. Make sure to
stop by the Lanthorn office
(0051 Kirkhof ('enter) and let
us know how we’re doing.
If you can’t make it in dur
ing our office hours, we also
have a very active social me
dia presence. If you contact
us through our Facebook or
through our Twitter @GVLanthorn, we will be sure to
get back to you. These social
media platforms are also a
great way to stay tuned in
with what is going on around
campus. In addition to our
twice-weekly print publica
tions, we will post break
ing news and other content
through these platforms. If
you miss out on grabbing a
print copy of our papers, we
also have an electronic rep
lica version available on our
website, www.lanthorn.com.
We also have Snapchat and
Instagram accounts (GVLanthom) where you can find
even more news and take part
in free giveaways for prizes.
Each week, the Lanthorn
team will provide the GVSU
community with all the most
important news to know in
our print editions, published
Monday and Thursday. No
matter where you’re reading
the Lanthorn, make sure to
keep up with all the happen
ings on campus throughout
the year.
We’re glad you’re back,
Lakers, and can’t wait to cover
all the new and exciting things
you’ll get up to this year!

editorial@lanthorn.com

Don’t forget the children of Flint

BY CLAIRE FISHER

ED! TORIA L@LAN THORN. COM

Out of the news, out of our
minds.
Often, when world is
sues stop appearing in our
Facebook feeds or stop being
discussed by our favorite
news outlets, we assume
the problem is resolved or
forget that the tragedy even
happened. We aren’t bad
people for moving on, there
are so many catastrophes and
crises in the news to worry
about. As human beings and
residents of Michigan, there
is one group of people in
need we should keep on our
minds—the children of Flint.
During the height of the
media coverage of the water

Editor-in-chief
Associate editor
News editor
Sports editor
A&E editor
Laker Life editor

BY DANIELLE ZUKOWSKI

EDI TORIA L(g)LAN THORN. COM

WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Lant • horn, n. [old English]
Lanthorn is two syllables,
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in midto-late 16th century Europe. It
was constructed of leather and a

single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way.”

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn’s opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthom will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only,

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn’s
YourSpace page by emailing
community@lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editorial@lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

The start of a new school year
wouldn’t be quite right without
appreciation for the foundation
upon which our community
is built. What do we stand for
as a university? What does it
mean to be a Laker?
Grand Valley State
University has seven core
values: effective teaching,
liberal education, scholarship,
service, inclusiveness, com
munity, and our most recent
edition-sustainability.
Although the Office of
Sustainability Practices has
only been active for 11 years,

our campuses have made
tremendous improvements in
implementing this final stan
dard. Our waste minimization
has spread to many fronts
through efforts of the Rapid
bus service, composting,
and duplex printing to name
a few. Many of the freshly
constructed buildings also
abide to LEED (Leadership in
Energy and Environmental
Design) silver certification
levels, which use significantly
less energy, water, and mate
rial than regular buildings.
For four years running, these
innovative practices have
encouraged recognition as
one of the greenest schools in
the nation by the largest U.S.
environmental organization,
the Sierra Club.
When I first toured GVSU
and as I began exploring
during a past autumn, I felt a
certain pride for the apprecia
tion of nature on our campus.
Our student body is lucky to
be in an academic atmosphere
that values the earth. A space
that encourages awareness of

EDITORI AL@LANTHORN.COM

keep in touch with from out
side of Flint. With three meals
of “kid food” a day, activities
planned for them all day long,
extra individual attention from
caring adults and all the sugarfilled snacks they could pos
sibly imagine, these children
were able to go for a week with
very little to worry about.
Unfortunately, these
children eventually had to
leave camp and return to
their homes in Flint. Having
spent time with some of these
children, I can tell you that
their lives at home contain
more obstacles for them to
overcome outside of the water
crisis. Tfiey live without many
of privileges others don’t even
know they have.
We, as people who are
at least privileged enough
to make it to college, need
to keep those less fortunate
than us in our minds as our
lives continue on. We need to
bridge the gap between those
of us with privileges and those
of us without like th^ program,.
at camp did this summer. The
city of Flint will not repair it
self. The children of Flint need
us to keep stepping up to help
out as time goes on.

our waste production. I also
recall a slightly frantic rush of
confusion as I approached the
array of bins in campus dining.
A sense of fear weighed down
my hands, wondering where to
place my remains.
However, I am here to
assure those with a shared per
spective. Those with a desire
to be a part of this community,
but apprehensiveness in how
to be greener. Sustainability is
truly not that difficult to attain.
Step one: look at the pictures
on those seemingly intimidat
ing bins. T hey’re very detailed
and extremely informative.
It takes a few seconds to scan
the little lists and deposit your
waste in the correct place.
Also consider checking
out the facilities services page
on www.gvsu.edu to find out
exactly what we recycle and
at what locations. If you want
to know more about sustain
ability, join a group on campus.
Check out our local farm.
Check out the bulletin boards
at the sustainability office.
As you’re walking around

campus, think critically about
what we can do to improve.
How can we be more sustain
able? The changes this campus
has made are truly remarkable,
but we need to keep going.
Aiming towards sustainability
is a never ending project. There
are always ways to improve.
Ways that require unique ways
of thinking. Be creative in your
reflection. Examine the efforts
made not just by the university,
but the actions in your own life
that reflect our seven values
when in search of ways to bet
ter capture these standards.
Embrace our new cam
paign, the “Laker effect.”
Don’t let sustainability
stop when you step foot off
campus. We can all make
our own little green efforts
because our community
does not exist without the
individual parts. Through
each conscious motion aim
ing towards a greener world,
we will make a collective
difference. Together, we can
set off a domino effect, a
Laker effect.

VALLEY QUOTE

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION

BLOG

“I became a journalist to come
as close as possible to the
heart of the world.”

What are you looking
forward to the most this
school year?

A different outlook on
dieting

By Kelly Smith

- Henry R. Luce

LOG ON & VOTE

www.lanthorn.com

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE

www.lanthorn.com

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FORWARD TO THE MOST THIS SCHOOL YEAR?

ALLYESE PERRY

VINNY KAPE

“I am most excited for the football games
because I cheer."

"I’m most excited for starting my classes and
taking classes I like "

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Behavioral science
HOMETOWN: Holland. Michigan

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Statistics
HOMETOWN: Sterling Heights. Michigan

KATHERINE OSBORN

ALISHA CLOUSE

“I’m a freshman so I’m looking forward to all
the different experiences I’ll get in a while new
environment.”

"I’m most excited for passing my classes,
hopefully."

WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM?
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT
YOU NEED HELP SOLVING?
SEND US AN EMAIL.

lead, some of the children of
Flint face the severe systemic
problem of poverty. According
the U.S. Census Bureau, 41.6
percent of Flint residents live
below the poverty line and the
median household income in
Flint is $24,679. A lack of mon
ey and resources will make it
much harder for these children
in need to receive the proper
medical and educational care
that they will require.
This summer, I had the
pleasure of working at Wooden
Acres ('.amp and helping out
with a program there which
brought children from Flint
to camp for a week. The camp
raised approximately $ 19,800
and ended up being able to
send 38 kids to camp at no cost
to their families. Throughout
the summer we were able to
watch as the children from
Flint gained experiences other
kids often take for granted.
Many of the children
learned to swim or swam in
a great lake for the first time.
Many of them learned archery,
how to make lanyards and how
to water ski. These children left
camp with lasting memories,
brand new experiences and
possibly even new friends to

How to improve sustainability the Laker way

GVL EDITORIAL BOARD
AUDRA GAMBLE
HANNAH LENTZ
JESS HODGE
BEAU TROUTMAN
KATE BRANUM
ASHLYN KORIENEK

crisis in Flint, many of us
stepped up and helped out. We
donated clean water, we do
nated money or we expressed
our rage at how the govern
ment could allow something
like this to happen.
While those efforts helped
the people of Flint in the mo
ment and may help prevent
something like this from hap
pening in the future, they won’t
repair the damage caused to
the children who had already
been drinking water contain
ing toxic levels oflead.
Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha,
a pediatrician who discov
ered lead in the blood of
her young patients, esti
mates that more than 8,000
children under the age of 6
consumed the lead-contam
inated water. In an article
she wrote for the New York
Times, Hanna-Attisha writes
that studies done oflead
exposure in children, par
ticularly those under the age
of 6, “indicate an increased
risk for damage to cognition,
behavior and employment
prospects, also lower I.Q.s,
poor impulse control and
decreased lifetime earnings.”
Aside from exposure to

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Undecided
HOMETOWN: Midland. Michigan

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Biology
HOMETOWN: Beulah, Michigan
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Football do’s and dont’s
Parking, prohibited items updated for 2016 season
BY HANNAH LENTZ

ASSOCIATE@LANTHQRN.COM

Summer is the ideal time for
the Grand Valley State Uni
versity Police Department to
catch up on work. With less
traffic on both the Allendale
and Pew campuses, GVPD
uses this time to look at pro
cedures and policies and see
how to run in a more effi
cient and safe manner. One
of these focuses is on security
during the football season.
The Laker football team
will open its 2016 season
I hursday, Sept. 1 against
Tiffin University at 7 p.m.
at Lubbers Stadium.
This will be the second
consecutive year that the
opening football game will be
on a Thursday in order to al
low students to attend the first
football game and still be able
to go home for Labor Day.
Additional busing will be
provided to accommodate the
influx in people. On this day
only, students with a com
muter pass will be allowed to
park in residential lots.
“Student commuters are

SAFETY: GVPD patrols a foot
ball game, gvl I kevin sielaff

TRIAGE
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take care of that.”
In addition to high-risk
students, the triage system
will also help students who
are looking to be put into a
therapy group. Instead of wait
ing up to 10 days to be referred
to a group therapy session, the
triage system will allow thera
pists to swiftly refer that stu
dent the day they come in.
Sampson said this initial
screening will also help those
who may need help outside
of the Counseling Center.
“Some people are be
yond our scope of services,
so it gets our eyes on them
sooner to refer them to a
resource that matches their
needs better,” he said.
After launching in the be
ginning of August, they have
received some feedback re
garding the system. Sampson
said the feedback comes in
the form of confusion as to
whom needs to go through the
screening and who doesn’t.

encouraged to use the Rap
id Park and Ride to reduce
traffic on this day.”
Though weeks of plan
ning have gone into the foot
ball season operations, the
biggest challenge this year
was associated with parking.
“With the demolition of
the Ravines and the repav
ing of Lot B we have added
a large amount of parking
spaces for fans in that new
area,” said Sgt. Jeff Stoll of
GVPD. “This lot will serve
as part of the Irwin Club and
also the Presidents guests.”
Last year, those vehicles
were in Lot C. Lot C West
will have the addition of the
new Student Village moving
more of the student tailgat
ing fans into Lot C West.
Lot C will serve as a back
fill lot for people paying to
park close to the venue.
“There are some move
ments with parking clas
sifications that will change
some of the traffic dynamics
a little but we have discusses
this and have some plans al
ready in place,” Stoll said.
Following
last
years
change, there will also still be a
separate line at entry dedicated
to checking approved bags
spectators bring to the game.
“Staff at the gates will be
looking inside bags being
brought into the stadium to
make sure there are no safety
concerns such as explosives
or weapons but also other
prohibited items like outside
food and beverages contain
ing alcohol,” Stoll said.
At both the North and
South gates there will be des
ignated lines for bag checks
and also express lanes. Those
fans who choose not to bring
a bag can go through the ex
press lane and quickly enter
into the stadium. All bags will
be checked prior to entry and
persons with bags must go

through the bag check lines.
“Our goal at these games
is to have high visibility
for student security,” said
GVPD Capt. Brandon DeHaan. “We want to provide
a safe environment for stu
dents to have a good time.”
Permitted Items:
Single seat chair backs
Binoculars
Cell phones
Small cameras and radios
Blankets and rain apparel
Strollers
Soft-sided bags/purses/diaper
bags no larger than 18x14x4
without rollers. All bags will
be inspected at the designated
check line.
Prohibited Items:
Bags larger than 18x14x4
Containers of any kind
Umbrellas, flags and flagpoles
Still photography cameras
with a lens more than 6 inch
in length
Outside beverages or food
Coolers, thermoses, cups,
cans, flasks, kegs and bottled
water
Pets
Artificial noisemakers
Promotional items
Parking:
All individuals wishing
to tailgate must display their
parking passes with clear vis
ibility in their vehicle window.
Parking passes for Irwin
Gold, Blue and Black lots
are available for designated
donation to the Irwin Club
and are administered by
the Department of Inter
collegiate Athletics.
General Parking in Lot C
Lot C West, Lot D, Lot F and
Lot G will be charged $5 per
car. Motorhomes and RVs will
be charged $25 and will be al
lowed only in Lot C unless ap
proved by GVSU athletics.

“If a person is continuing
with the same therapist, and if
they’ve been here last year they
do not have to do a screen
ing,” he said. “If they want
to see a new therapist, they
do the screening. If they’ve
never been in before or if they
haven’t been in the past year,
they do a screening.
“That’s just for us to
kind of assess and make
sure that they’re getting the
right service.”
According to the Nation
al Data on Campus Suicide
and Depression, one in ev
ery 12 college students has
made a plan for suicide.

With over 25,000 students
at GVSU, that would make
over 2,000 students who
currently have or have pre
viously made suicide plans.
The new triage system is
a nationwide program at
tempting to help with the
growing problem of suicide
and depression on college
campuses. Although the wait
to see students is significantly
shorter than other schools,
GVSU’s Counseling Center
has introduced the triage sys
tem earlier than most.
“Were being more proac
tive,” Sampson said. “Before
we need it, we’re doing it.”

FIXER-UPPER: Dylan Kernohan reviews paperwork at the Genius Phone Repair shop. The store recently
opened upstairs in GVSU's Laker Store Monday, Aug. 22, marking their 18th shop, gvl I luke holmes

Genius Phone Repair opens at GV
Company started by Laker alumni returns to campus
BY BENNETT SLAVSKY

NEWS@LAN THORN. COM

Fixing everything from cell
phones and computer to tab
lets, Genius Phone Repair
opened their newest location
on Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s campus Monday, Aug.
22, making this their 18th
location. The store is located
upstairs in the Laker Store.
By coming back to GVSU,
Genius Phone Repair has come
back to its roots. The company
was started by two GVSU stu
dents, Jordan Notenbaum and
Garry VonMyhr, back in 2008.
Notenbaum and VonMyhr be
gan tinkering with fellow stu
dents’ broken phones right out
of their apartment as a way to
make some money in college.
It was not uncommon for cus
tomers to watch Detroit Tigers
games in the living room while
Notenbaum and VonMyhr
fixed their cell phones on the
dining room table.
Now, Genius is the 750th
fastest growing company in
the U.S., opening 18 locations
throughout Michigan and In
diana in just six short years,
with 160 employees fixing
over 10,000 electronic items a
month. They have won a va

riety of awards ranging from
the 2014 Entrepreneur of the
Year by the Grand Rapids
Chamber of Commerce, to
Michigan’s Top 50 Companies
to Watch in 2015 by Michigan
Celebrates Small Business.
“I think what made Genius
so successful was just being
in the right place at the right
time,” said Josiah Chappell, the
company’s vice president of
marketing. “Our first storefront
opened in 2009, right on the
cusp of the smartphone gen
eration. There was not a lot of
competition at that time, so we
had nothing but opportunity’’
It was also the mind
set of the owners that led
Genius Phone Repair to
such success. Notenbaum
was a finance and market
ing major with a knack for
electronic tinkering and
VonMyhr was a finance
major who was incredibly
business-driven; together
they were the perfect com
bination for this industry.
They had no intentions
of just opening one store and
calling it quits. They were am
bitious and knew they had a
good idea they could build into
a chain and a major success.
“It just seemed to make

sense to come to Grand Val
ley,” Chappell said. “We have
such deep ties here, with the
owners both being alumni
and Iordan Notenbaum be
ing on the alumni board, it
was a perfect opportunity.”
With more than 25,000 stu
dents at GVSU, there is a po
tential for thousands of broken
phones, tablets and computers.
But Genius Phone Repair
is concerned with more than
just the staggering number of
cracked phone screens on cam
pus. They are here to serve the
GVSU community. They have
a central location on campus,
as well as a mutualistic rela
tionship with the Laker Store.
Genius does computer repairs
for the Laker Store as well as
helping in setting up electronic
insurance programs.
Genius’s primary goal, all
the way from the founders
down to the technology em
ployees, is customer service
and customer satisfaction.
“When we are fixing some
one’s phone, a lot of times they
feel like we have their lives in
our hands,” said Pete Sodini,
store manager. “Our focus is
our customers, and we are will
ing to do whatever it takes to
make sure they are satisfied.”

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to adventure.
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SCREENING: Mark Sampson talks with a student during a staged
photo illustration in the counseling center. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF
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GV Board of Trustees approves
global studies and impact major
BY DYLAN GROSSER

DGROSSER(aHL A N THORN. COM

Grand Valley State University
students will now be able to
major in global studies and
impact, housed in the Brooks
College of Interdisciplinary
St ud it's. I he GVSU Board of
Trustees approved the major
during their meeting in April.
I he major comes with three
new classes, two being offered
in the 2016-17 school year, and
the program offers both a bach
elor of arts degree and a bach
elor of sciences degree.
Ihe two new three-credit
courses being offered this year
are: “GS1 201: (Dis)Order and
(In)Justice: An Introduction to
Global Studies” and “GSI/HST
202: History of Global Change
and Social Transformation.” A
decision has not yet been made
on when the third class, “GSI
495: Capstone” will be offered.
Dean of the Brooks Col
lege, Anne Hiskes, said the
new program requires “min
imal new resources” and
will utilize current staff and
classrooms from the Brooks
College to teach the two new
classes. Ihe new degree is
already a part of an existing
department, and does not re
quire a new department head.
Coeli Fitzpatrick chaired
the task force for creating the
major, other members includ

WELCOME
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cated are powerful, and
they can change the world.
That’s why people are
afraid of education.”
Other speakers included

ed Andrew Schlewitz, Ellen
Schendel and Craig Benja
min. Fitzpatrick said they cre
ated the major from scratch
using similar programs from
the University of California,
Santa Barbara, St. Lawrence
University and the New

School for Social Research.
“The reason why we liked
those three programs was that
they were interdisciplinary,
they integrated area studies
programs into their curricu
lum, and most importantly,
they all have a focus in social

SOCIAL JUSTICE: David Hooker speaks at the Board of Trustees meeting Friday, Feb. 12. The approved
major comes with three new classes, two being offered in the 2016-17 school year. GVL I KEVIN sielaff

course is designed to be read
either as ‘disorder and injus
tice’ or order and justice.’
“We just thought it was
such a great way of phrasing
it, because globalization some
times is put in a really negative
light, sometimes a really posi
tive light, and the reality is that
globalization has winners and
losers,” Fitzpatrick said.
Hiskes said there has
been a demand for this de
gree program at GVSU.
“Students have shown a lot
of interest, this really builds
on the existing strengths of
the college,” she said. “We’re
taking all our expertise in the
environment, the climate,
about different countries,
about human rights, about
history and integrating that
all into one program.”
Schendel said she believes
the program prepares students
for “21st century careers.”
“Student who graduate
from the program are going
to have an understanding
of global issues from a vari
ety of disciplinary perspec
tives,” Schendel said. “There
are going to be people who
can see connections across
both national and disciplin
ary boundaries. They’re also
going to be students who
are able to have intercultural
competence skills that they’re
bring to their professions.”
So far, 26 students out of 30

have signed up for GSI: 201 for
the fall semester, and the class
is full for the winter semester.
Fitzpatrick said she imagines
the numbers would be similar
for the GSI: 202 class.
“When we had them half
full before freshman orienta
tion started, we knew there was
interest,” Fitzpatrick said.
Hiskes said she hopes to
get 20 majors the first year the
program rolls out, and 100 stu
dents within five years.
.
Ihe vote to approve the
major by the Board of Trust
ees was 6-1, board chair David
Hooker being the only dissent
er. Hiskes met with Hooker to
discuss reasons for his dissent,
telling her his vote was aimed
at the new procedure that
changed the way at informa
tion was given to the board at
a committee meeting prior to
a vote meeting. Hooker’s vote
ultimately caused the board to
go back to that old process.
“It had no reflection on
the program, it was basically
‘we need more time to look
at things’ It had nothing to do
with that particular proposal,
it was just a general procedural
issue,” Hiskes said. “There was
just a concern by some mem
bers of the Board of Trustees
that students should get a bal
anced view, different perspec
tives, get equal treatment. We
assured them that was what we
always try to do in our classes.”

David Collado, GVSU alum
nus and president of the dog
treat company Happy How
ie’s. He attributed his success
in the world of business to
his experience at GVSU.
“Looking back at my life,
and where I’m at today, I can

sor here tried getting me a
job by calling local recruiters
for me. Another time, a ca
reer counselor called lent me
books from his personal li
brary, because he knew read
ing them would improve my
interviewing skills.”

Also speaking at the event
were Gayle Davis, provost
and executive vice president
for academic and students
affairs, Karen Gipson, chair
of the University Academic
Senate and Ella Fritzemeier,
student senate president.

honestly say that I owe most
of success to Grand Valley,”
Collado said. “Choosing a uni
versity is a big decision. I want
you to know, you’ve made one
of the best of your life.”
Collado emphasized the
commitment the faculty of

justice,” Fitzpatrick said.
In addition to writing
the curriculum, Fitzpatrick
will be teaching the GSI 201
class. The inspiration for the
course title, according to
Fitzpatrick, comes from her
philosophy background. The

GVSU have toward the stu
dent body and his grateful
ness for that commitment.
“On more than one occa
sion, the faculty went far be
yond the call of duty to pave
the way for me to succeed,”
he said. “One time, a profes
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DANCE

MUSIC
“Emerging Romanticism:
the Ying Quartet Performs the
Early Viennese Chamber Music
of Beethoven"

The Francesca Harper Project
and GVSU Dance present
“Beethoven's The Creatures
of Prometheus Ballet"

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 7:30 P.M.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 24, 7:30 P.M.
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Rebecca Solnit
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HOLIDAY CELEBRATION

“An Evening of Poetry and
Conversation with Oliver de la Paz
and Kay Ryan"
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Memories: Handel's Messiah"
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TRY IT BEFORE YOU BUY IT’: CAMPUS
RECREATION CENTER OFFERS FREE TRIAL FOR
FALL CLASSES
Beginning Wednesday. Aug. 31. the Field House Kelly
Family Sports Center at Grand Valley State University
is promoting fitness on campus by offering new and
returning students an opportunity to try out fall group
exercise classes completely free of cost.
The center provides a wide variety of beginning,
intermediate, and experienced group fitness classes,
such as yoga, ZUMBA, INSANITY interval training,
Cardio Hip Hop and spinning classes.
The promotion will run until Friday, Sept. 11. For more
information about classes and fall pass prices, contact
the recreation center at rec@gvsu.edu.

STUDENT LIFE HOSTS POKEMON PARTY
For those who missed the chance to "catch ‘em
all" this summer, Student Life at Grand Valley State
University is hosting a PokeParty, which will be held on
Tuesday, Aug. 31 from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m. on the Kirkhof
lawn on the Allendale Campus.
The party will include fun activities, an opportunity
to talk to the staff at the Student Life office, free ice
cream, a walking challenge and many lure modules to
boost Pokemon-capturing success.
At the event, each participant will have a chance to
get a Louie the Laker Pokemon card that shows exactly
where all the Pokemon stops are on campus.
Document rare catches and keep up with the fun on
social media at #PokemonGV

GVSU AND SEOULTECH ART AND DESIGN
EXHIBITION 2016
Faculty members from the Department of Art and
Design at Grand Valley State University and the College
of Art and Design at Seoul National University of Science
and Technology, located in South Korea, have partnered
for the second time to create a joint exhibition.
This exhibition displays the work done by fac
ulty instructors in a wide range of creative media,
including ceramics, metalsmithing, digital design,
printmaking, jewelry design, fiber arts, painting,
visual studies and sculpture.
The exhibition will be held from Friday, Aug. 26 until
Friday, Nov. 4. at the Art Gallery in the Performing Arts
Center on the Allendale Campus.

STUDY ABROAD FIRST STEP MEETING
All students at Grand Valley State University interest
ed in studying abroad will have an opportunity to have
all of their questions answered Wednesday, Aug. 31.
The first study abroad FIRST STEP meeting will
be held from 5 p.m. until 6 p.m. in Lake Ontario Hall
Room 130 on the Allendale Campus.
Each study abroad meeting scheduled for the semes
ter is designed to help students pick a program that best
suits their academic needs. Detailed discussions about
studying abroad ensure that each student is confident
about leaving the country when the time comes.

‘Connected’ showcase
to link strangers together
BY KATE BRANUM
ARTS(d)LANTHORN.COM

Forming connections with
others is a vital part of being
human. While some may find
it easy to create new connec
tions, others struggle to make
the first move, especially after
arriving to a large campus like
Grand Valley State University
for the first time.
Erin Fisher, event and
exhibit coordinator for the
Mary Idema Pew Library on
the Allendale Campus, knows
exactly how essential con
nections are to new students
and sought out a fresh way to
bring strangers together.
Fisher and her colleague
Emily Frigo, the first year initia
tives coordinator at the MIP Li
brary, came up with the idea for
the exhibit called “Connected.”
Over the summer, Fisher,
Frigo and the staff at the MIP
library
collaborated
with

the organization Humans of
Grand Valley to flesh out the
plan for “Connected”.
The exhibit, located in the
exhibition space on the first
floor of the library, showcases
eight different watercolor por
traits of GVSU students, all
hand-painted by recent GVSU
alumna Ellie Lubbers.
Underneath their pictures,
the featured students have
provided a couple paragraphs
about themselves and some
thing unique about their lives.
There is also a space in the
room reserved for mounted
monitors
with
matching
headsets that allow visitors to
hear short clips pulled from
student interviews. These raw,
unscripted snippets, edited by
Len O’Kelly, assistant profes
sor in the school of communi
cations at GVSU, give insight
into each students major, per
sonal life and some obstacles
they have faced.
Interviews for the students

selected for the exhibit were
conducted during the sum
mer by Jaclyn Ermoyan, a
member of the “Humans of
Grand Valley” team.
“We got the interviews
for the exhibit ‘HOGV style.
HOGV style means that we
do not arrange interviews in
advance. HOGV prides itself
on sharing pure and genuine
stories,” Ermoyan said. “Rath
er than interviews, we like to

think of it as just conversations.
“There are no right or
wrong answers and we are re
ally just trying to get to know
(the students). We often have
humans tell us that they aren’t
interesting or don’t have any
thing exciting about them
selves, but everyone has a story
to tell. Once people start talk-

SEE EXHIBIT | A8
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Plight of the honeybees
BY DYLAN GROSSER
DGROSSER@LANTHORN.COM

The situation of declining bee
populations in the U.S. has
been brought to the forefront
of many ecological talks and
discussions about the future of
the health of the environment.
Grand Valley State University’s
beekeeping club recognizes
the importance of bees and
works to increase awareness of
the bee epidemic.
The declining population
of honeybees and other bee
species in the U.S. has been
attributed to many factors, in
cluding pesticides that interfere

with the bees ability to navigate
back to their hives, also known
as colony collapse disorder
(CCD).
Also a present danger to
honeybees are the varroa mites,
which are a pest to the bee and
carry diseases that weakens
their immune system in the
process. Climate change also
plays a role in the decline of the
honeybee, but to a lesser extent.
Liberal studies professor
AnneMarie Fauvel has been
carrying the torch ever since
her neighbors introduced her
to the beekeeping world eight
years ago.
“My neighbors started a

of declining bee populations

hive, and they invited me to go
in. 1 peeked under the cover,
and I know it’s cheesy, but I fell
in love,” Fauvel said. “In there,
there is an entire world, every
thing is organized and neat and
clean, and they communicate
— they work together. It’s this
complete world that works. To
me, that’s fascinating.”
Fauvel has a degree in wild
life management and has been
studying the environment
and sustainability practices
for more than a decade. Her
focus was with food systems,
which she said is closely tied to
that of the honeybee. After her
neighbors showed her what to

do, Fauvel began keeping hives
of her own, and soon brought
them on campus.
“Academics have this lux
ury to bring their passion to
work,” she said. “We had a Sus
tainable Agriculture Project
on campus, but we didn’t have
any bees. So I brought the bees
on campus, started talking to
students, we formed a club,
and the rest is history.”
GVSU’s beekeeping club
now holds two sites, one in
Holland, the other in Allen
dale, for apiaries, a place where
beehives are kept. Work on the
SEE BEES | A8

The City of Grand Rapids City Clerk's Office is seeking individuals who are interested in
serving as ah election worker on Election Day, especially individuals with computer skills!

EARN MONEY AND GET INVOLVED!
We depend heavily on the support and assistance of our election workers to conduct and
maintain the integrity of the electoral process on Election Day. Election workers earn
between $150-$175 for the day, plus paid training.
f

CITY OF
GRAND
RAPIDS

Leam more at www.grcity.us/electionworker.
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RANKED. Students celebrate their accomplishments at this year's graduation ceremony. GVSU’s physical therapy program and social work program placed 22nd and 33rd in the www.graduateprograms.com an
nual ranking of top 50 graduate programs in a variety of subjects. Both programs are looking to involve the use of more hybrid and online classes to ensure student success while at GVSU. gvl | Kevin sielaff

Laker physical therapy and social work programs rank in nation’s top 50
BY BENNETT SLAVSKY

NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

Earlier this summer, GraduatePrograms.com released its
annual rankings of the top 50
graduate programs over an ar
ray of subjects from graduate
schools coast to coast. On the
2016 list, Grand Valley State
University’s physical therapy
program and social work pro
gram landed in 22nd and 33rd
place, respectively.
The rankings are based off
feedback from 51,000 alumni
nationwide with over 1,700
schools considered. For a
school to qualify, at least 20
students from that program
must submit feedback. These

rankings were based almost
entirely off of student feed
back, as opposed to other or
ganizations that rely solely on
prestige and reputation.
While other factors are still
considered, such as afford
ability, graduation rates, etc.,
what GraduatePrograms.com
is mainly concerned with is
creating an avenue for alum
ni to express what they wish
they had known before decid
ing on a school.
Director of physical therapy,
Dan Vaughn, and the director
of social work, Diane GreenSmith, were both thrilled to
hear of their departments’
rankings, but have no inten
tions of stagnation.
“I thought, ‘22 is pretty

opportunity to do that,” Fisher
said. “You have this opportu
nity to connect with fellow GV
students in a way that is both
intimate and accessible, and I
think in reading other people’s
stories, you learn something
about yourself and, of course,
you get to learn something
about others.”
What makes this exhibit
unique is not only the person
al stories, but an opportunity
for visitor participation.
Located in the room is
a table filled with watercolor paper cut into dots
of all sizes, a few paint
brushes and some water.
The instructions are sim
ple: paint what you feel.
A color wheel with de
tailed directions displays a
spectrum of colors and coor
dinating emotions. The end
result should be a abstractly
painted dot that will hang on
the wall. The hope is, by the
end of the exhibit, the once

EXHIBIT
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ing about themselves and their
interests, they have nothing
but great things to say.”
All interviews collected
by Ermoyan were ultimately
narrowed down to the mast
diverse representations of stu
dents and stories. The stories
all varied enough so students
with different backgrounds
and interests could find one
that resonated with them.
“These stories are just so
diverse,” Fisher said. “Some
make me laugh, some of
them make me sigh, some
of them give me insight
into lived experiences that I
don’t have and I think all of
that is really exciting.”
Fisher said the goal of
the exhibit is to get students
thinking about their own
lives and hopefully find
comfort in knowing that
there may be someone else
on campus going through
similar experiences.
“When you’re on a campus
as large as ours, it can be really
difficult, initially, to make con
nections with people on a per
sonal level, and I think this ex
hibit gives visitors a really easy

good, but we can do bet
ter,”’ Vaughn said. “When
you’re 22, all you can do is
try harder. We want to con
tinue to foster and develop
our excellent reputation.”
With the Mary Freebed
Rehabilitation Center with
in walking distance of Pew
Campus, GVSU’s physical
therapy program is highly
interwoven with real world
experience and practice.
“We have a strong rela
tionship with Mary Freebed,”
Vaughn said. “Our long
standing neurological and
pediatric residency allows us
to conduct extensive research
there. I am unaware of any
other programs at GVSU that
have such a relationship.”

bare wall will be covered in a
myriad of bright, bold, dark
and mellow dots.
“For me, one of the excit
ing visual analogies is this
idea of watercolor as a sym
bol of the way we experience
emotions,” Fisher said. “We
don’t ever just experience one
emotion at once, like we are
never 100 percent happy. You
can be happy and nervous at
the same time and you might
experience happiness more
intensely than nervousness.
I think the way watercolor
bleeds and fades is just an ac
curate visual representation of
how we experience emotions.”
All students at GVSU, es
pecially first-year students are
encouraged to come by the ex
hibit to read and listen to sto
ries and leave a little piece of
themselves behind in the form
of a little, watercolor dot.
The exhibit will continue
daily during regular library
hours until Thursday, Sept. 22.

WATERCOLOR: Student participation is encouraged at the exhibit
through a fun and simple painting exercise. GVL | EMILY FRYE

Looking to the future, the
main goal for the department is
to become established as a lead
er in research and to further
intertwine that research with
scholarly endeavors. They want
to attract the top faculty that
will be good instructors and
good researchers. Publishing
scholarly articles and gaining
national recognition through
clinical practice with students
and faculty is how GVSU hopes
to stand as a frontrunner in
physical therapy research.
Both the physical therapy
and social work programs
have shown drastic improve
ment and momentum over
the last few years. A 2013
student review of the social
work program on Gradu-

BEES
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apiaries is done solely by
members of the beekeeping
club with limited support from
other beekeeping agencies.
“We do communicate a lot
with the beekeeping world,
with extraction, for example,
or for queen sources,” Fauvel said. “But other beekeep
ers don’t come and do any of
the management in our hives.
The management (falls) on
me primarily, but also onto the
student or students that are in

atePrograms.com
com
plained that there was not
a wide enough variety of
classes to choose from. On
the contrary, a review written
in 2015 stated that there was
such a wide variety of classes
that students could really
narrow their focus.
The reason for this radical
shift in just two short years is
on account of the introduc
tion of ‘hot topics’ Hot topics
are one-credit courses that are
based off of current issues in
society such as suicide and in
carceration. This gives students
the opportunity to hone in
on what interests them most,
while still maintaining a strong
education across the board.
“What makes our program

so effective is the general
ist model,” Green-Smith said.
“Our graduates can work in
any area of social work—clini
cal, hospice, administration.”
Not only is the program
reaching all academic areas of
social work, but it is also try
ing to reach all potential social
workers. Green-Smith sees the
future of this program offer
ing more hybrid and online
classes, while still maintaining
the integrity of the program, to
meet the needs of all graduate
students with work, and fami
lies, and life constricting their
timeframe.

volved in that summer.”
Summer is the most ac
tive time for Beekeeping
Club, which presents a prob
lem to the club as most stu
dents are not as active dur
ing that time as in the fall.
“It’s hard to get a lot of con
sistent involvement unless
people are extremely dedi
cated,” said Emily Noordyke,
risk management officer of
the beekeeping club.
Fauvel said they have
close to three dedicated
members, that all share the
title of co-president and five
to 10 other members who

are there, but not as often.
“We can do some educa
tion and a few other things
throughout the school year but
what we really need is students
t6 take care of the bees in the
summer time,” Fauvel said.
Fauvel said the beekeep
ing club has been able to sus
tain itself completely from
money through fundrais
ers and from selling honey
and lip balm made from the
hives of the bees they keep.

GO TO:
http://blt.ly/295QSbT
FOR MORE INFORMATION

LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE

BUZZ: Student beekeepers work with their apiaries. The beekeeping club is sustained completely
through fundraising and profits made from selling honey and lip balm. COURTESY | GVSU BEEKEEPERS
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FORMER LAKER JUDON
MAKING AN EARLY IMPACT
IN NFL
Former Grand Valley State
defensive lineman Matt Judon
is making an impact on the
Baltimore Ravens defense.
Through three preseason
games, Judon leads the team in
tackles (14) and sacks (5).
In the third preseason game
Saturday, Aug. 27 against the
Detroit Lions, Judon filled up
the stat sheet. He forced a
fumble and made three tackles
on the night, one of which
resulted in a sack.
Judon has made a smooth
transition to the linebacker
position in the beginning of his
professional career. A line
man by trade, he was forced
to switch positions to accom
modate to the 3-4 defensive
scheme that the Ravens employ.
The Ravens have one more
preseason game against the New
Orleans Saints Thursday, Sept 1.
After the game, roster cuts will
be made to meet the required
number of players for the regular
season. After leading the team
in tackles and sacks after three
games, one of those final roster
spots could be filled by Judon.

MEN’S TENNIS GEARING UP
FOR FALL SEASON
The Grand Valley State men’s
tennis team is ready to get back
into action after a successful
2015-16 campaign. The Lakers
are looking to bounce back after
falling just short to Ferris State in
the NCAA Regional Tournament.
GVSU finished last season
with a 17-8 record and an 8-1
record in the GLIAC. The Lakers
were a young team last year, but
with nine returning players for
the upcoming season, GVSU has
high expectations.
Nicholas Urban and Sebastien
Lescoulie led the team last
season in singles victories as
freshmen. Now returning for their
sophomore year, the two will an
chor this still young Laker team.
<tThe top duo in doubles last
season is also returning for the
Lakers this season. Senior Jack
Heiniger and Lescoulie finished
last season with a 25-8 record
in doubles.
GVSU’s first fall match is
the Wisconsin-Whitewater
Invitational Sept. 9 and Sept.

10.
GVSU ALUMNAE TAKE PART
IN LPGA Q-SCHOOL
Former Lakers Gabrielle
Shipley and Sarah Hoffman
both competed in stage one
of three of the LPGA and
Symetra Tour Qualifying
School this weekend, Aug.
25-28 in Rancho Mirage,
California.
The top 90 golfers advance
to the next stage. Both Hoffman
and Shipley fell out of the top 90
at the event. Hoffman lasted up
until the fourth and final round,
but missed the cut line by one
stroke with a score of +7, tying
with seven other golfers.
Shipley, the 2016 Division II
Individual National Champion,
missed the cut after the second
round, with an overall score of
+9, three shots away from the
cut line.

VARSITY SCHEDULE
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FOOTBALL
Thursday 7 p.m. vs Tiffin
ROLLER HOCKEY
Monday 9:30 p.m. Pre-skate
Tuesday 9:30 p.m. Pre-skate
CLUB SOCCER
Monday 5 p.m. Men's tryout
Monday 7 p.m. Women's tryouts
Tuesday 5 p.m. Men’s tryout
Tuesday 7 p.m. Women’s tryouts

BULLST: Grand Valley State quarterback Bart Williams launches a pass during a fall camp practice this past August. Williams will try and avoid a sophomore slump this
season after setting a GVSU single-season record in passing yards (4,206) as well as a Division II best 45 touchdown passes as a redshirt freshman. GVL I EMILY FRYE

‘Hunters, not the hunted’
GV football looks to build off strong 2015 campaign
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

The 2016 Grand Valley State
football team, coming off of a
12-3 (8-2 GLIAC'’' ’.son and
a heartbreaking loss in the
national semifinal, had one
motto this past offseason.
“One thing we preached
about camp this year was
being the hunter, not the
hunted,” said GVSU junior
receiver
Brandon
Bean.
“Obviously you want to win
every game, but if you’re the
hunted, you’re more timid,
more susceptible to adversity.
“When you face adver
sity, if you’re the hunter, you
don’t really care. You’re still
gonna get after it.”
The Lakers will need to
be hunters this year if they
plan on improving upon a
season a year ago that saw
them make a Cinderella run
in the playoffs. That team had
to shut out critics who cited a
lackluster 6-5 2014 season as

a reason the Lakers wouldn’t
be able to contend.
This year, they have to
silence the hype of a team
on the rise. The Lakers are
ranked second in the 2016
Sporting News Division II
preseason poll, and first in
the GLIAC coaches’ poll.
“There’s some preseason
rankings and a lot of outside
noise, but we have really high
standards around this build
ing, and we’re gonna try to
stick to those standards,”
said GVSU head coach Matt
Mitchell. “We’re gonna be the
best version of Grand Valley
that we can be.”
GVSU returns 15 starters
this year (10 on defense), as
well as several second-team
players who saw the field last
year. Starting redshirt soph
omore quarterback Bart
Williams enters his second
year under center, and will
try to improve upon a year
that saw him lead the most
prolific passing offense in

GVSU history.
As a freshman, Williams
threw for a GVSU single
season record 4,206 passing
yards and a Division 11-best
45 touchdown passes. Mitch
ell said it would be unfair to
expect a repeat performance
statistically from Williams,
but is counting on him to be
more of a leader this year.
Williams’ teammates vot
ed him as one of two team
captains—the other, senior
defensive lineman D£Ondre Hogan—and he says he’s
ready with one full year of ex
perience under his belt.
“Personally, (this year)
feels way different,” Williams
said. “Last year, I hadn’t really
played in a college football
game. This year I think I’ll feel
a little more calm out there,
especially in the first three
games. Looking back to how
1 felt at the end of last season,
compared to the beginning, I
didn’t feel very comfortable.”
Williams will have no

shortage of offensive weapons
to work with. Senior receiver
Matt Williams seems primed
for a prolific final year in Lak
er blue after leading the team
with 72 catches, 1,357 yards
and 17 touchdowns. Bean
(628 yards, 6 touchdowns)
will fill the No. 2 receiver
vacancy left by dual-sport
standout Jamie Potts. Bean
led the GLIAC in receiving
yardage last year before get
ting hurt mid-October.
Though the Lakers know
what they have at their top
two receiving options, it’s the
dark horse players—namely
receivers Urston Smith and
Nick Dodson—that will give
the offense the depth it needs
to be dominant.
Both Smith and Dodson
are coming off of strong off
season performances.
“Those guys, I wouldn’t
even consider them dark
horses anymore,” Bean said.
“They’re playmakers.”
Sophomore
running

back Marty Carter, who
racked up 889 yards and
seven touchdowns as a re
lief back to Kirk Spencer last
year, is slated to spearhead a
Laker run game that was of
ten inconsistent last season.
The biggest question for
the Laker offense is the line.
After losing talented players
like Jim Walsh and Brandon
Revenberg, Mitchell plans
on rotating several differ
ent line combinations early
this fall. Senior Aaron Cox
is cemented in at center and
sophomore Ben Walling has a
strong grasp on left tackle.
Beyond that, four players
are in the mix for the open
guard positions and three
players are vying for the right
tackle spot. There will be an
open evaluation process in
practice and in games until
the starting five is determined.
On the other side of the
ball, the Lakers return 10
SEE FOOTBALL | A10
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King of the hill
GV soccer eyeing fourth straight national championship
BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICK@LAN THORN. COM

Winning three consecutive
championships is something
that happens in sports only
a handful of times, but win
ning four in a row is an even
rarer occurrence. It takes a
special group of players and
coaches to be consistently
good for that long, and it is
something that the Grand
Valley State women’s soccer
team could potentially ac
complish this season.
After winning a third
straight national champion
ship in 2015, GVSU has the
chance to solidify itself as
the top program in Division
II women’s soccer history.
Currently tied with Frank
lin Pierce University at five
national championships, the
Inkers can take sole posses
sion of most championships
in Division II history with a

sixth trophy this year.
“We have a very high
standard for this program,”
said Marti Corby, 2015 Divi
sion II Conference Commis
sioners’ Association Player of
the Year. “We call ourselves a
championship program.”
Corby is one of five se
niors, four of whom have
been with the program for all
four years. These four seniors
have a chance do something
only one other class has done
before in Division II women’s
soccer history and win a na
tional championship in all
four years of their eligibility.
The leakers lost only
two starters from last year’s
team—two starters that will
leave the Lakers with big holes
to fill this season.
Katie Klunder, an elec
tric midfielder that pro
vided a spark for the Lakers
last year, and Katy Woolley,
a top defender who was

third on the team in min
utes played, both graduated.
“We have to step into
bigger roles as center backs
this year with Katy Woolley
out,” said Shannon Quinn, a
junior defender who led the
team in minutes last season.
“She was a huge part of our
team, but we have solid play
ers coming back this year.”
While both players will be
hard to replace, GVSU coach
Jeff Hosier likes the way the
defense is shaping up before
the first game of the season.
“I think we are going to be
better in transitional defend
ing this year than we were last
year because of what we have
athletically and the depth of
our roster,” Hosier said.
Although the offense has
been unable to convert on
some of its opportunities in
preseason action, Hosier is
SEE SOCCER | A10
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LEADER: GVSU head coach Jeff Hosier watches his team dur
ing a 2-1 win over Minnesota State Sept. 13. GVL I KEVIN sielaff
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Spreading their wings
Experienced GV women’s tennis squad no longer an underdog
BY MASON TRONSOR
M TRONSOR(g)LA N THORN. COM

HI-FIVE: Grand Valley State sophomore Staci "Brower celebrates after a scored point in a loss to Ferris
State Sept. 29, 2015. Brower was named GLIAC Freshman of the Year last season, gvl | KEVIN sielaff

Strength through unity
GV volleyball will look to young players to lead in 2016
BY BRADY MCATAMNEY

BMCA TA MNEY(a>LA N THORN.COM
I■Sometimes,

when a team
;is young and full of fresh
faces, camaraderie and co
operation are as important
as mechanics and drills. The
Grand Valley State volley
ball team recognizes this.
1 As such, along with typi
cal practice procedure, the
Takers ran mock Olympics
that included events like ka
raoke and putt-putt. Prac
tice was then capped off
avith a speech and massive
learn selfie with GVSU pres
ident Thomas Haas himself.
» After graduating seven
seniors from last year’s team,
jGVSU coach Deanne ScanJon organized these events
!to bring her players closer
together to try and forge a
bond that resembles sisters
rather than just teammates.
“Volleyball, I think, is the
ultimate team sport,” Scanlon
said. “Its a game of synergy,
a game of momentum, being
pble to play together and hav
ing good cohesion, so gradu
ating that many players makes
it tough to trust the person
thars pfaytrig next to you but I
really feel that it’s an area that
were kind of excelling at.”
GVSU lost a chunk of it’s
arsenal from a team last sea
son that went 20-12—good for
Scanlon’s 21st straight winning
season—but lost in the first
round of the NCAA tourna
ment. With that, they were sent
back to rebuilding the persona
and attitude of the team, both
of which are still developing.
The charge into 2016 will
be spearheaded by return
ing standouts Staci Brower,
Shannon Winicki and Katie
Olson. Brower is the reign
ing GLIAC Freshman of the
Year, Winicki was a GLIAC

SOCCER
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pleased with the ball move
ment in the offensive zone.
“The creativity in the final
third and around the box, we
looked like we were in mid
season form,” Hosier said.
t The Lakers will need to
tontinue to play in midseason
form to face a tough four game

First Team All-American,
as well as the team leader
in kills and blocks. Winicki
appeared in every game the
Lakers played last season
and contributed with strong
statistics across the board.
Olson led the team in assists
and assists per set.
Other key players from
last year’s squad set to con
tribute this season are Syd
ney Doby, Brooke Smith
and Taylor Stewart.
However, it will not be
just veterans putting in work
on the hardwood this sea
son. With such a dramatic
overturn, the Lakers were
charged with filling signifi
cant holes which have been
plugged with both incoming
freshmen and transfers.
Of the incoming person
nel, Jayci Suseland appears
primed to make the most sig
nificant impact of the bunch.
“She’s been great on the
right side this preseason
and has been generating a
lot of kills,” Brower said.
Scanlon said she be
lieves that Suseland can
realistically follow in the
footsteps of Brower from
last year and bring similar
honors back to Allendale.
Among other fresh faces
looking to make an im
pact include libero Sydney
Benchley, who has stepped
up and is claiming an oth
erwise open position, and
Kendall Yerkes who, as told
by Scanlon, has been “very,
very steady” in the passing
game, which is something
the Lakers need this season.
As is the case with any
young team, there will be
growing pains.
“It honestly can vary from
game to game,” Winicki said,
“At times, serving can break
down and we are still working

with some new players, so get
ting communication is big.”
The inconsistency that
comes with having such a
young team is something
that the Lakers are antici
pating and preparing for.
“I think that we can’t lose
sight of the fact that we are
young and that we’re going
to go through some roller
coaster moments,” Scanlon
said. “I think we’re going to
have some moments of great
ness and then some moments
where, yeah, we’re really, re
ally young and we show it.
In those moments I think we
need to battle through and
think ‘next ball, next play,’
and not worry about it.
“It takes a mature team
to learn to play that way, to
play ugly. It’s all Fine and
dandy, and I want to work
through those challenges.”
While just about every
game on the schedule will be
an important one for GVSU
this season, one opponent
that stands out over the rest
- especially after subpar per
formances against them last
year - is Ferris State.
“We’re looking for some
redemption and we want to
show them what we’ve got
this year,” Winicki said.
The Lakers will open up
their season with 10 consec
utive bouts on the road. Of
those games, they will take
on three ranked opponents
in Big Rapids: No. 10 Min
nesota Duluth, No. 21 Wi
nona State, and No. 20 Cali
fornia State San Bernardino.
The first matchup will
come Sept. 2 against Minne
sota Crookston. The first GLI
AC game is Sept. 16 against
Hillsdale and the first show
down in Allendale is Sept. 24
against Walsh.

stretch to start the season.
GVSU will travel to California
for two games, followed by a
stop in Minnesota for another
two game series. The fourth
game will come against Min
nesota State-Mankato, the No.
8 ranked team in the nation.
After finishing with a 23-1 1 (12-0 GLIAC) record a year
ago, expectations are high.
The Lakers are the top-ranked

team in the preseason polls
after finishing on top in 2015.
But with all of the hype
and anticipation of what can
be with this 2016 team, the
players and coaches are still
taking it one game at a time.
When asked what the big
games are this season, Ho
sier was without hesitation.
“Day one. San Bernardi
no,” he said.

MeadowsCrossing
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In this day and age, young
people are changing the world
across the globe. On the
Grand Valley State women’s
tennis squad, there is a wave
of youth heading to the shore.
Once the wave hits the
shoreline, it will not stop.
The GVSU women’s ten
nis squad enters the 2016 fall
season primed for another
conference title run. The de
fending regular season GLIAC
champions will have a target
on their back after sneaking up
on most opponents last season.
“During last year’s strong
season it seemed like we
caught a few teams that
weren’t expecting us to be
as tough as we were,” said
GVSU coach John Black.
“This year, that’s not going to
happen. We have to be ready
because
everybody
will
bring their A-games for us.”
Last season, the Lakers
were made up entirely of un
derclassmen—there wasn’t
a single junior or senior on
the roster. With a full year of
Division II tennis under their
belts, the six freshmen from

last season are now battlehardened sophomores head
ing into GLIAC competition.
“Having that extra year
is going to help us quite a
bit,” Black said. “The play
ers are more mature. They
will be able to handle the
pressure of having every
one set their sights on us.”
The four sophomores who
return this fall as juniors for
the squad will be the primary
focus for most opponents,
as they combined for 61 to
tal match victories. Three of
them—Abby Perkins, Alexa
Sweeney and Aimee Moccia—controlled the Nos. 1-3
seeds last season in singles
play. Rachel Sumner manned
the No. 4 seed.
The pairing of Perkins and
Livia Christman at the No. 3
seed (25-5) and the pairing of
Sweeney and Madison Bal
lard at the No. 2 spot (22-6)
led the way in doubles play.
Doubles play was an un
known quantity heading into
last season. Now, it’s a known
strength heading into 2016.
The Lakers finished 24-7
last season and 10-1 in
GLIAC matches, boasting
a 9-0 record at home. The
team fell one match short of

winning the GLIAC tourna
ment after losing to Northwood in the GLIAC final,
who they shared the GLIAC
regular season title with.
The key words for the
2016 Lakers are experience
and leadership.
“We all share the lead
ership and responsibility
on the team,” Perkins said.
“It’s good that we have four
juniors because we can all
lead by committee. Not
one person has to step up
and lead the team alone.”
Down the stretch last
season, the Lakers endured
some bad luck with injuries.
Black hopes the team can
stay healthy, especially to
wards the end of the season.
The Lakers open their
2016 campaign against Michi
gan Tech Sept. 10. The team’s
first major test will come a
week later on the road against
Northwood Sept. 18.
“We want to win every
match and go undefeated
like we almost did last sea
son,” Moccia said. “We will
have to consistently play well
throughout the whole sea
son. Everyone has to have the
drive and the hunger to win,
which every one of us do.”

VOLLEY: Grand Valley State junior Abby Perkins returns a serve in an 8-1 home win over Aquinas
April 17. Perkins will lead the Lakers from the No. 1 seed in singles play this season. GVL I EMILY FRYE

FOOTBALL
CONTINUED FROM A9

starters—the lone absence
being all-time sack leader
(34) Matt Judon, who now
plays for the Baltimore Ra
vens in the NFL.
Though replacing an NFL
talent like Judon is no easy
task, the Lakers are confident
they can make up for the loss
as a unit. The Lakers received
senior graduate transfer Syd
ney Omameh (16.5 career
sacks) from Ohio Dominican,
and returning players Mark
Rosenquist, Dylan Carroll, Al
ton Voss and Hogan provide
for an intimidating front four.

“We’re big on playing with
in the scheme of our defense,”
Hogan said. “That’s what
Judon did while he was here.
He just took advantage of op
portunities when they pre
sented themselves, and that’s
what we expect the next man
up to do.”
The Lakers also return
nickel Marquez Gollman
(117 tackles, three intercep
tions), linebacker David
Talley (team-leading 128
tackles) and cornerback Tre
Walton (six interceptions).
The Lakers will open the
season at home versus Tif
fin Thursday, Sept. 1, where
they’ll unveil their new
977,408 pixel video board,

the largest in Division II.
Last season, the Lakers nar
rowly escaped the Drag
ons on the road, 49-42. The
Dragons are led by quarter
back Antonio Pipkin (3,227
passing yards, 32 touch
downs).
Later on, the Lakers face
Ferris State at home Satur
day, Oct. 8. They end the
season on back-to-back
road games against Sagi
naw Valley State (Nov. 5)
and Wayne State (Nov. 12).
With the season-opener
only days away, Bean has a
message for opposing teams
and Laker football fans.
“Watch out,” he said. “That’s
all I can say. Watch out.”
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FALL CAMP

Column: GV football team builds strength during fall camp

BY BRENDAN MCMAHON
BMCMA HONiceLA N THORN. COM

Editors note: Brendan McMa
hon, a Lanthorn sports staff
writer who is also a sophomore
defensive back on thefootball
team, shares the experience
he had at the 2016 GVSVfall
camp this August.
An afternoon in the middle
of August in West Michigan

usually means you’re at the
Grand Haven beach basking
in the sun with some friends,
playing some beach vol
leyball, walking the pier, all
without a worry in a world.
For the Grand Valley State
football team, an afternoon
in the middle of August is
another opportunity to for the
lakers to improve as a unit
and work toward their ultimate
goals for the season.
I he Lakers finished the
2015 campaign with a 12-3
record and an appearance
in the national semifinals.
Ranked second and third in
the Sporting News and AFCA
preseason polls, respectively,
the lakers arrived at Robinson
Hall Wednesday, Aug. 10 to
begin fall camp with high aspi
rations for the 2016 season.
Fall camp is a time for

programs all over the nation
to prepare for their upcom
ing season. Camp consists
of countless hours spent on
the practice field and in the
film room. In many instanc
es, it’s a team’s last oppor
tunity to get squared away
before the season begins.
“Camp is great time for
coaches to put us in situa
tions where we need to show
grit and bond as a unit,”
said GVSU junior receiver
Brandon Bean.
From an individual
standpoint, fall camp is
a highly anticipated time
for players who spent the
winter, spring and summer
months working out and
practicing for the season.
Players train year-round for
an opportunity to compete
for a spot on the team.

how we’ve all gained each
other’s respect, by compet
ing against one another,”
Williams said. “We all do
a good job of leaving the
competition on the field and
maintaining strong bonds off
of the field with each other.”
The Lakers’ team chem
istry reaches far outside
the white lines. Some of
the greatest memories of a
football season are made
during down time in camp.
Anything from team meals
to euchre tournaments
to messing around in the
football center, the team
always finds a way to create
a family atmosphere.
However, it is not all fun
and games when the pads
come off. It’s not long into
camp until you’re physically
tired, it’s hard to rest because

With 120 players compet
ing for 22 starting positions,
every moment of camp can
determine one’s playing time.
One missed assignment on the
field could make or break an
opportunity to claim a spot.
“You can’t take your spot
for granted,” said GVSU
sophomore quarterback Bart
Williams. “You’ve got to come
and compete every day.”
The Lakers have a surplus
of depth at each position,
one reason why they are
competitive each and every
year. It is a unique situation,
competing day in and day
out against your teammates.
Internal competition may
seem hazardous to team
chemistry, but in all actual
ity, it brings the team closer.
“Competition is how
we gel as a team. That’s
-

- .***£:.

it is extremely hot and your
body aches. It takes hours of *
treatment to maintain playing
condition. Hours are spent in *
ice baths and on training tables
to prepare for the next rep.
;
“Camp is not punishment'
Bean said. “We have to fight
together and grind together
as a team to get through these
adverse situations in order to ;
be successful.”
Although challenging,
:
camp is a vital part to the
Lakers’ success in the up•
coming season.
“It can be exhausting at
:
times, but really you just look
forward to playing football
everyday,” Williams said.
The Lakers concluded
camp and open their sea
son against Tiffin Univer
sity at Lubbers Stadium
Thursday, Sept. 1.
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SCRUM: A pile-up of offensive and defensive players ensues during a Grand Valley State football practice Wednesday. Aug. 17. during fall camp. Brendan McMahon, a sophomore defensive back for the Lakers,
chronicles what its like to go through a fall camp in Laker blue and black, giving exclusive access to what its like to eat, sleep and breathe football for almost an entire month of the summer. GVL I EMILY FRYE
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Column: Michigan’s hype is not real without a field general
Three candidates vying for Wolverines’ starting quarterback spot

BY MASON TRONSOR
M TRONSOR(S)LAN THORN.COM

“Others follow you based on
the quality of your actions
rather than the magnitude of
your declarations,” said Bill
Walsh, former head coach of
the San Francisco 49ers, who
engineered the team to three
Super Bowl victories along

with being inducted into the
Hall of Fame. During those
glory days, Walsh had the
privilege of coaching two Hall
of Fame quarterbacks in Joe
Montana and Steve Young.
The 2016 Michigan football
squad might not have a Mon
tana or Young, but they do
have a leader similar to Walsh.
Head coach Jim Harbaugh was
once a college and NFL quar
terback himself. Its safe to say
he’s familiar with the position.
In Harbaugh’s second
stint as the headman for
the Wolverines, the ex
pectations are through the
roof. After a 10-win season
last year, the Wolverines
hope to improve on Har
baugh’s first year success.
With a top-10 defense

returning and a plethora of
offensive weapons, the Wol
verines are primed for a run
at the College Football Play
off for the first time in school
history. The only question
mark the team must answer
is the quarterback position.
There are three candidates
in line for the starting job:
Senior John O’Korn, redshirt
senior Shane Morris and
junior Wilton Speight. With
the season less than two weeks
away, the college football
world is pondering who Har
baugh will hand the keys to.
O’Korn is a graduate
transfer from the University
of Houston. He sat out the
previous season, but still
practiced with the Wol
verines. Last season, an

other graduate transfer by the
name of Jake Rudock came to
Michigan and was named the
starting quarterback hours
before the first game. Rudock
went on to have plenty of
success and currently plays
for the Detroit Lions. O’Korn
has all the athletic gifts to
play the quarterback posi
tion. However, his leader
ship qualities will determine
whether he is ready to lead
the Wolverines into battle.
Speight has already proven
himself in clutch situations.
Last season against Minnesota,
Rudock went down with a
head injury. Speight stepped in
and led the Wolverines to vic
tory, throwing a game-winning
touchdown pass with under a
minute remaining in regula

LAKER EXCHANGE

tion. How will Speight play
over the course of a full season
against tougher competition?
If he can prove he is in for the
long run, he will be starting
under center this fall.
Morris is the dark horse
in this quarterback race. The
senior was lining up at wide
receiver during the spring
game. He has started two
games for the Wolverines in
his sub-par career. However,
he has never had a team
around him this talented
and with so much potential.
Morris can relate to potential.
Out of high school, he was
a top-rated quarterback by
Scouts Inc. However, since
arriving to Michigan, his tal
ent has been outweighed by
his lack of adjustment to the

college level.
Harbaugh will not an
nounce a starting quarterback
until the season-opener
against Hawaii draws closer.
With more experience and
athleticism, O’Kom is the ideal
choice for the starting job.
However, Harbaugh has
made it clear that he doesn’t
care how much experience or
talent the quarterback has. He
wants the guy who can lead
the team down the field and
take care of the ball, and so far,
Michigan has three unproven
commodities at the quarter
back position. The Wolverines
open the season on Labor Day
weekend against Hawaii Sept
3—only then will the Michigan
fan base know who their field
general is for 2016.
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Student Org Events

Looking for a fourth female
roommate for a Campus
West apartment for the
2016-2017 school year! We
have a 4 bedroom 2 bath
floor plan. We have a
full kitchen and laundry room
as well. Rent is around 445,
plus utilities that are around
25-30 each month!
You can contact me at my
cell:(269)491-7822
or my email:
millera4@mail.gvsu.edu.

Apartment available from
August 2016 to July 2017 at
48 West. Large bedroom
with a private bathroom and
payments are $510 with an
included covered parking
spot.
Email: nunnr@mail.gvsu.edu

Looking for one,
non-partying, female
roommate to rent out a
bedroom in a newly built
house on 52nd street about
2 minutes away from the
Allendale Campus for the
Fall 2016 and Winter 2017
semester. The rent is $560 a
month, which
includes utilities, free WIFI,
and an alarm system for
safety. If you are interested,
please contact me at
bkr2448@gmail.com.

Looking for a female
roommate for a house in
Southeast Grand Rapids on
Fuller Ave. 5 bedroom 2.5
bath. Rent is $400 a month
Move in date is August 1st.
Contact me by email if you
are interested at
dillerc@mail.gvsu.edu.

Looking for someone to
sublease my apartment at
Meadows Crossing for the
2016-2017 school year. The
apartment is fully furnished
and you would have your
own bedroom and bathroom.
I am looking for a boy or girl.
You can email me
for more information!
mayad@mail.gvsu edu.

Have an event for a student
organization that you want to
promote? Advertise that
herel Submit your classified
online at www lanthorn.com
or email it to
assistantbusiness@lanthorn.
com.

I have a room available for
sublease for next school
year, in a Campus View 4
bedroom, 2.5 bath townhome I'll even pay your first
month's rent! If interested,
contact me at
boczarn@mail.gvsu edu.

ANSWERS

Looking for roommate,
apartment in Allendale right
across from GVSU campus
entrance. Rent is $525
which INCLUDES utilities
and internet. You will have
your own bathroom, walk-in
closet, balconey, and
covered parking spot.
If interested email me at
waypae@mail.gvus.edu.

Need to sublet my
apartment. Apartment 48
Private room/bathroom.
3 female roommates to
share common living room,
laundry, kitchen, dining I will
pay sublet fee. 507/month.
Please let me know if
interested - 813 253 9400

Employment

The GVSU Club Sailing
Team is hosting a golf
outing on Family Weekend!
Come join us at
the Meadows Golf Club on
September 17th for
a shotgun start at 10am, a
hole in one car, food ♦
prizes, great memories^
and more!
Visit
sailing54.wix com/gotfouting
or email
sailing@mail.gvsu edu fof
more information!

For Sale

PUZZLES

The Lanthorn is seeking
candidates for
our Distribution Team If you
are interested in being a
Distribution Associate, check
LakerJobs or email
our Distribution Manager at
distribution@lanthorn.com
for more information.

Got something to sell?
You can advertise it herel
Submit your classified orx
www lanthorn.com
or email it to
assistantbusiness@lanthora
com.
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Best Buy for your Buck
Rent or Buy today!
Check Us Out Online
Briansbooks.net
| onGive Us A Call
(616) 892-4170
Located at:
4282 Pierce Street
endale, MI 49401

BRIAN’S BOOKS WILL ALWAYS SAVE
E^Tyou ca$h, guaranteed

